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Using Multisite Experiments to Study Cross-Site Variation in
Treatment Effects: A Hybrid Approach With Fixed Intercepts and
a Random Treatment Coefficient

Howard S. Blooma, Stephen W. Raudenbushb, Michael J. Weissa, and Kristin Porterc

ABSTRACT
The present article considers a fundamental question in evaluation
research: “By how much do program effects vary across sites?” The
article first presents a theoretical model of cross-site impact variation
and a related estimation model with a random treatment coefficient
and fixed site-specific intercepts. This approach eliminates several
biases that can arise from unbalanced sample designs for multisite
randomized trials. The article then describes how the approach
operates, explores its assumptions, and applies the approach to data
from three large welfare-to-work trials. The article also illustrates how
to report cross-site impact findings and presents diagnostics for
assessing these findings. To keep the article manageable, it focuses on
experimental estimates of effects of program assignment (effects of
intent to treat), although the ideas presented can be extended to
analyses of multisite quasi-experiments and experimental estimates of
effects of program participation (complier average causal effects).

KEYWORDS
multisite trials
impact variation

Cross-site variation in program effects has important consequences for policy, practice, and
research. For example, if this variation is large and unexplained, knowing the average impact
of a program will tell us little about how well it worked in particular settings. Moreover, with
substantial cross-site impact variation, an observed average program effect (or impact) may
not extrapolate well to settings beyond those studied (Tipton, 2014). However, if program
effects vary little across sites in a study, an average impact estimate will provide a reasonable
approximation for each of those sites and may provide a reasonable approximation for simi-
lar sites that were not in the study.1

Cross-site variation in program effects also can have implications for targeting services to
identifiable subpopulations of sites. In addition, the pattern of cross-site variation in program
effects can have implications for equity or fairness. For example, a reading curriculum that is
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most effective for sites with large concentrations of struggling readers might help to reduce
cross-site disparity in reading achievement, whereas a reading curriculum that is most effective
for sites with large concentrations of high-achieving students might increase this disparity.

Furthermore, in many cases it can be important to know the likely best-case or worst-case
effects of a program. For example, when evaluating charter schools for disadvantaged chil-
dren, it could be important to know how effective the most effective charter schools were—
as evidence of what can be achieved under the right conditions. It could also be useful to
know the proportion of charter schools that had negative impacts (i.e., were less effective
than their local alternatives). Nonetheless, to date, researchers have focused mainly on aver-
age program effects.

To help fill this void, we propose an approach that uses multisite randomized trials to
detect and quantify cross-site impact variation. Only a few studies to date have used multisite
trials for this purpose (e.g., Angrist, Pathak, & Walters, 2013; Bloom, Hill, & Riccio, 2003;
Bloom & Weiland, 2015; Konstantopoulos, 2011; Lake et al., 2012; May et al., 2013; Rauden-
bush, Reardon, & Nomi, 2012; Walters, 2015). However, with the current large and growing
number of multisite trials, our ability to conduct such analyses is increasing. For example,
Weiss et al. (2017) recently reanalyzed data from 16multisite trials in education and job train-
ing using the methods we present. Furthermore, there is likely to be an increasing number of
multisite evaluations funded by federal initiatives to scale-up evidence-based programs.2

To help researchers capitalize on this new body of evidence, we introduce a promising
approach for studying a cross-site distribution of site mean program effects. To stay within the
scope of a single article we focus on effects of program assignment (intent to treat or ITT) and
leave consideration of the effects of program participation (complier average causal effects
[CACE] aka local average treatment effects [LATE]) for future research. Our approach may
be regarded as a hybrid that builds on two well-knownmethods: random-effects meta-analysis
and two-level hierarchical linear models with randomly varying intercepts and slopes.

A multisite trial can be regarded as a “planned meta-analysis,” that is, a fleet of experi-
ments, each conducted in a single site. Given the similarity of the multisite trial to meta-anal-
ysis, one might suggest using now-standard meta-analytic procedures to study cross-site
impact variation. The core idea in random effects meta-analysis (cf. Hedges & Olkin, 2014;
Raudenbush & Bryk, 1985; Rubin, 1981) is to use an impact estimate and its estimated stan-
dard error from each study to estimate the mean and standard deviation of impacts across
studies. Although this approach can be applied to multisite trials, we depart from it in order
to correctly estimate the standard errors of site-specific impact estimates. If those standard
errors are misspecified, for example, if we assume the same individual-level outcome vari-
ance for our treatment and control groups when in fact those variances differ, we can obtain
biased estimates of cross-site impact variation. Or, as explained later, if we estimate a sepa-
rate individual-level outcome variance for each site in our study (which is analogous to the
meta-analytic approach for individual studies) and samples for those sites are small, we
could greatly overestimate cross-site impact variation. In contrast, meta-analysts typically
must rely on published summary statistics for each study to obtain their estimated standard

2Examples include the White House Social Innovation Fund, initiatives by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
to replicate evidence-based home-visiting programs, pregnancy prevention interventions and fatherhood initiatives, plus
programs supported by the Investment in Innovation Fund and First in the World program of the U.S. Department of
Education.
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errors, which limits one’s ability to account for the structure of error variation within each
study (or, in our case, site). Fortunately, multisite trials can provide access to the raw data
for each site, so one can be more flexible in this regard.

A popular alternative to the meta-analytic approach is a two-level hierarchical linear
model with random intercepts and a randomly varying treatment coefficient (cf. Rauden-
bush & Bryk, 2002, chapter 4). Indeed, our theoretical model is of this type. Using this
approach, we can estimate heterogeneous within-site variance structures. In this way we can
obtain unbiased estimates of the average treatment effect from a multisite trial under fairly
weak assumptions. However, obtaining good estimates of impact variation using this
approach requires strong assumptions about the randomly varying intercept, which are
relaxed by the approach we propose.

To address these limitations, we recommend a hybrid two-level model with fixed site-specific
intercepts and a treatment coefficient that varies randomly across sites. Like the meta-analytic
method, our proposed approach estimates a single random program effect for each site in a way
that avoids some of the strong assumptions associated with the random intercept model. How-
ever, unlike the meta-analytic method, our proposed alternative is flexible in estimating the
structure of outcome variation within sites. And the required assumptions about this outcome
variation are weaker than those for meta-analytic and other conventional multilevel models.

Our article makes the following contributions. First, it presents a simple theoretical model of
cross-site variation in ITT effects in order to clarify our parameters of interest, and describes
our hybrid statistical model for estimating those parameters, with a brief discussion of its identi-
fication. Second, the article provides intuition about the hybrid approach in order to help
researchers understand how, why, and when to use it, and provides guidance on how to imple-
ment the approach using conventional software. Third, the article considers problems that can
arise from two forms of individual-level heteroskedasticity and describes how to assess the likely
severity of these problems and address them when they exist. Fourth, the article describes how
to graphically represent a cross-site impact distribution using adjusted empirical Bayes esti-
mates that are based on our proposed model. Fifth, the article presents several graphical diag-
nostics to help researchers examine the uncertainty about their estimates of cross-site impact
variation and site-specific impacts. Sixth, the article illustrates how to interpret findings from
our proposed approach by applying it to a major empirical example, clarifying the key assump-
tions involved in doing so, and testing the sensitivity of our results to those assumptions.

Before proceeding, note that the present article is the first in a series of three related
articles being published together in the present issue of this journal. The second article,
“Assessing the Precision of Multisite Trials for Estimating the Parameters of a Cross-Site
Population Distribution of Program Effects,” by Howard S. Bloom and Jessaca Spybrook
(2017), builds on the present analytic framework to describe how to design samples for mul-
tisite trials that provide the desired level of statistical precision for estimating three key
parameters of a cross-site distribution of program effects: a cross-site mean effect, a cross-
site standard deviation of effects, and a difference in cross-site mean effects for two sub-pop-
ulations of sites. The third article in the series, “How Much Do the Effects of Education and
Training Programs Vary Across Sites? Evidence From Past Multisite Randomized Trials,” by
Michael J. Weiss, Howard S. Bloom, Natalya Verbitsky Savitz, Himani Gupta, Alma Vigil,
and Dan Cullinan (2017), uses the present analytic framework to estimate cross-site means
and standard deviations for education and training program effects from data for 16 large-
scale multisite randomized trials.

MULTISITE EXPERIMENTS AND CROSS-SITE IMPACT VARIATION 3



Statistical Models

We begin with a theoretical model of a cross-site distribution of site mean program assign-
ment effects and then propose a statistical model for estimating the cross-site mean and vari-
ance or standard deviation of this distribution. For this purpose, we focus on a population of
sites, each equally important, and consider a study sample to represent a random sample of
sites from this population.3

Theoretical Model

Consider the following theoretical model for a multisite trial that randomly assigns individu-
als within each site to a program (the treatment condition) or to a control group (the coun-
terfactual condition):

Yij DAj CBjTij C eij (1)

where:
Yij D the outcome for individual i from site j,
Tij D 1 if individual i from site j is assigned to the program and 0 otherwise,
Aj D the mean outcome at site j if all of its program-eligible population members were

assigned to the control condition,
Bj D the mean program effect for the population of program-eligible persons at site j,
eij D a random error that varies independently across individuals in sites with a mean of

zero and a variance that can differ between treatment and control group members
and across sites.4

When studying cross-site impact variation, it is useful to consider study sites as a
probability sample from a super population of sites, regardless of whether the sites were
chosen as a probability sample from a well-defined population or, as is the case for most
program evaluations, the study is based on a convenience sample from an implied popu-
lation that cannot be fully described.5 Even in a convenience sample, sites are usually
chosen not because they comprise a population of interest, but rather because they repre-
sent a broader population of sites that might have participated in the study or might
consider adopting the program being tested. Hence, the ultimate goal of such studies is
usually to generalize findings beyond the sites observed, even though the target of gener-
alization is not well-defined.

A multisite trial has several population parameters of interest. First is the population aver-
age program effect (E Bð ÞDb), which for the present article is defined as the mean of the

3It is also possible to examine cross-site impact variation for a population of program eligible persons. In this case, the impor-
tance of each site is proportional to its number of program-eligible persons. This analysis requires related estimation meth-
ods (see Raudenbush & Bloom, 2015, and Raudenbush & Schwartz, 2017).

4The treatment and control group variance difference allows for program effects that vary across individuals within sites (see
Raudenbush & Bloom, 2015).

5Two important but rare exceptions are the National Head Start Impact Study (Puma, Bell, Cook, & Heid, 2010), which was
based on a national probability sample of local Head Start centers, and the National Job Corps Study (Schochet, Burghardt,
& McConnell, 2006), which was based on the experience of almost all eligible youths who applied to the program between
November 1994 and December 1996.
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site-specific mean program effects for all sites in the theoretical population. For this parame-
ter, each site is considered to be equally important and thus each site’s true mean impact has
equal weight. A second parameter of interest, which is the central focus of the present article,
is the population cross-site variance of program effects (Var Bð ÞD t2B ) or its more interpret-
able counterpart, the population cross-site standard deviation of program effects (tB). Other
parameters of potential interest are the population average control-group outcome
(E Að ÞDaÞ; the population cross-site variance of control-group outcomes (Var Að ÞD t2A),
and the population cross-site covariance between control-group outcomes and program
effects (Cov A;Bð ÞD tAB).

Our theoretical model can be written as a two-level hierarchical linear model (HLM) in
which level one is represented by Equation 1 and level two is represented by Equations 2
and 3.

Aj D aC aj (2)

and

Bj D bC bj (3)

where site-specific random effects aj and bj have cross-site means of zero, cross-site varian-
ces of t2a and t2b, respectively, and a cross-site covariance of tab.

Estimation Model

One condition required for consistent estimates of our theoretical model is that the site-spe-
cific fraction of persons assigned to the treatment (T

��
j) be uncorrelated with site-level ran-

dom effects (aj and bjÞ.6 If T��j varies across sites, which often occurs in multisite RCTs,7 and
is correlated with unobserved site characteristics (and thus is related to aj or bj), standard
methods can produce inconsistent parameter estimates.

One way to eliminate this problem is to site-center the variables in level one of our theo-
retical model (Equation 1). Because the mean value of such site-centered variables is zero for
all sites, they cannot be correlated with characteristics of sites. When estimating a site-cen-
tered hierarchical model one must account for the loss of a degree of freedom per site pro-
duced by site-centering the dependent variable. If site-centering is a regular option for the
software being used (e.g., it is for HLM), the software will automatically account for this loss
of degrees of freedom. One simple way to achieve the same result, using software that does
not have a site-centering option, is to estimate the following two-level hierarchical linear
model with fixed site-specific intercepts (Aj) and random site-specific program assignment
effects (Bj).

6Standard identification assumptions for Equations 1–3 are that: (i) T must be independent of the individual-level random
error eð Þ; (ii) T must be independent of the site-level effects aj and bj , (iii) for two participants i and i’ from site j, eij must be
independent of ei0 j and uncorrelated with aj and bj; (iv) the analyst must correctly specify the variance structure of e (for
example e might be assumed to have a constant variance, s2, or a variance that depends on T; (v) the analyst must correctly
specify the covariance structure of aj and bj , and (vi) site sample size (nj) is not correlated with mean site impact (Bj). Of
these, (i) is guaranteed by randomization within each site; failure of (iii) and (iv) can be overcome by estimating robust stan-
dard errors if the number of sites is not too small; and (vi) is not problematic in the empirical example that we consider.

7All of the 16 multisite education or job-training RCTs reanalyzed by Weiss et al. (2017) had values for T
��
j that varied across

sites.
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Individual Level

Yij Daj CBjTij C eij (4)

Site Level

aj Daj (5)

Bj D bC bj (6)

This model is the basis for the discussion that follows. In practice we can add individual-
level baseline covariates to Equation 4 in order to increase the precision of its estimated
parameters.8 Doing so does not change the basic properties of the model. Note that in order
to identify our parameters of interest for the present analysis, E Bð Þ and Var Bð Þ, with a min-
imum of assumptions, we forego the ability to estimate other parameters of a cross-site
impact distribution, namely, E Að Þ, Var Að Þ; and Cov A;Bð Þ.

Estimation and Inference

To understand how the preceding model works and to gain insights into its strengths and
weaknesses, it is useful to examine some key features of the maximum likelihood method
that is the basis for estimating the model. The foundation of this analysis is a model of
impact estimation error for each site based on individual outcome variation within sites and
a sampling model of cross-site impact variation.

Within-Site Model

With random assignment of sample members to a treatment or control group at each site,

we can obtain an unbiased ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate ðB̂OLS
j Þ of the mean pro-

gram effect for that site (Bj) from the difference between the mean outcomes for its treat-
ment group (Y

��
1jÞ and control group (Y

��
0jÞ, such that:

B̂OLS
j DY

��
1j ¡Y

��
0j (7)

Thus as noted earlier, we can regard a multisite trial as a type of planned “meta-analysis”
in which the OLS-estimated program effect (B̂OLS

j ) for each site is an estimate of the site’s
true program effect (Bj) plus the site’s random estimation error (rj). Thus:

B̂OLS
j DBj C rj (8)

Note that E rð ÞD 0 and Var rð ÞDVj , where Vj is the site-specific estimation error vari-
ance of B̂OLS

j (the square of its standard error).

8Specifying fixed site-specific intercepts in the model is equivalent to site-centering the values of all variables in the model
(see Greene, 2008).
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For a treatment and control group difference of mean outcomes:

Vj D
s2
1j

n1j
C s2

0j

n0j
D s2

1j

njTj
C s2

0j

nj 1¡Tj
� � (9)

where
s1j
2 D the within-site variance of outcomes for treatment group members

from site j,
s0j
2 D the within-site variance of outcomes for control group members

from site j,
nj D the number of sample members from site j,

n1j D njT
��
j D the number of treatment group members from site j,

n0j D nj.1¡T
��
j/ D the number of control group members from site j.

The typical OLS default is a within-site outcome variance that is the same for treatment
and control group members and for all sites (s2

1j D s2
0j D s2 for all j). However, if program

effects vary across individuals in a site, the outcome variance for its treatment group mem-
bers will most likely differ from that for its control group members (s2

1j 6¼ s2
0j, see Rauden-

bush & Bloom, 2015). We refer to this condition as “T/C heteroskedasticity” and
demonstrate later that if the condition is not accounted for, it can bias an estimate of t2B.

But what if the variance of individual outcomes also differs across sites? As discussed
later, it is only necessary to account for such “cross-site heteroskedasticity” under certain
conditions, and we present an approach for assessing those conditions. But if one tried to
account for cross-site heteroskedasticity by estimating separate individual-level outcome var-
iances for each site, this could have the perverse effect of overstating the magnitude and sta-
tistical significance of t2B. This bias, which can be substantial, is most extreme for studies
with many small sites (see online Appendix A).9

We therefore propose an estimation model with a single individual-level outcome variance for
all treatment groupmembers from all sites ( s2

1j D s2
1 for all j) and a single individual-level out-

come variance for all control group members from all sites ( s2
0j D s2

0 for all j). Consequently,

Vj D s2
1

njTj
C s2

0

nj 1¡Tj
� � (10)

This option is currently available in software for estimating multilevel models such as
HLM, SAS PROC MIXED, MLwiN, and R; and online Appendix B illustrates how to use
SAS to estimate our model with the option.

Combined Between-Site and Within-Site Model

Recall that true mean program effects vary across sites as:

Bj D bC bj (11)

where

9Online Appendix A demonstrates that data for small site samples tend to understate individual-level residual outcome var-
iances (s2

1 and s2
0), which causes one to understate the error variance (Vj) of site-specific impact estimates, which in turn,

causes one to overstate true cross-site impact variation (t2b), especially for studies with many small sites.

MULTISITE EXPERIMENTS AND CROSS-SITE IMPACT VARIATION 7



E (b) D 0
Var (b) D tb

2 D tB
2.

Combining Equations 11 and 8 yields:

B̂j
OLS D bC bj C rj (12)

Where E B̂
OLS
j

� �
D b and

Var B̂
OLS
j

� �
D Var bð ÞCVar bð ÞCVar rð ÞD 0C t2BCVj D t2B CVj (13)

Equation 13 indicates that an OLS mean program effect estimate (B̂OLS
j ) for a given sam-

ple site reflects two sources of variation: (a) the cross-site variance of true mean program
effects t2B

� �
and (b) the estimation error variance of the impact estimate for that site (Vj). As

demonstrated later, it is essential to use a method that distinguishes between these two sour-
ces of variation in order to estimate t2B (e.g., see Hedges & Pigott, 2001).

Estimating the Mean of a Population Distribution of Site-Mean Impacts

With random sampling of sites from a population of sites, B̂OLS
j for a given site is an unbiased

but imprecise estimator of the population mean program effect (b), and this estimator has a
total variance of (t2B CVj). If Vj and t2B were known and if Vj were independent of Bj, the
“best” estimator of the population mean program effect is an average of the site-specific OLS
estimates, weighted by their precision, as follows:10

b̂D PJ
jD 1

.t2B CVj/
¡ 1B̂

OLS

jPJ
jD 1.t

2
BCVj/

¡ 1
(14)

Equation 14 down-weights program-effect estimates from sites with large estimation
error variances (Vj) produced by small samples and/or values of T

��
j that are far from 0.5.

Equation 14 up-weights program-effect estimates from sites with small estimation error var-
iances (Vj) produced by large samples and/or values of T

¡
j that are near 0.5. This is partly off-

set by t2B; which tends to equalize weights across sites. Other things being equal, the more Vj

varies across sites, the more site weights differ and the more program effects vary across
sites, the less site weights differ. Because the estimator represented by Equation 14 requires
knowledge of t2B and Vj, we must use consistent estimators of them to implement Equation
14. An important assumption then is that our precision weights are uncorrelated with site-
specific treatment effects. Later we illustrate a strategy for assessing the likely bias produced
by violations of this assumption.

10If b and r are normally distributed, then Equation 14 is the unique, minimum variance unbiased estimator of b, achieving the
minimum variance bound Var b̂

� �D ½PJ
jD 1.t

2
B CVj/

¡ 1�¡ 1. Without normality, Equation 14 is the best linear unbiased
estimator under the Gauss-Markov theorem. These conditions hold if there is no correlation between site weights and site
mean impacts.

8 H. S. BLOOM ET AL.



Statistical Testing for Cross-Site Impact Variation
Under the null hypothesis that t2B D 0, the site weight in Equation 14 simplifies to V ¡ 1

jPJ

j D 1
V ¡ 1
j

and we can estimate b under the null hypothesis with the following fixed-effect estimator:

b̂
FIXED D

XJ

jD 1

V ¡ 1
j B̂

OLS

jXJ

jD 1
V ¡ 1
j

(15)

We can then compute a Q statistic, which is widely used in meta-analysis to test the null
hypothesis of zero cross-study impact variation (Hedges & Olkin, 2014), where:

Q D
XJ

jD 1

B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

FIXED
� �2

Vj
(16)

Under the null hypothesis, if our estimate (B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

FIXEDffiffiffiffi
V̂ j

p ) approximates a normal variate,11 then

the Q statistic will approximate a central chi-square distribution with J-1 degrees of freedom.
The Q statistic thus provides a statistical significance test for detecting cross-site impact vari-

ation if we replace Vj for each site with its sample-based estimate (V̂ j). To assess how well

values for (B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

FIXEDffiffiffiffi
V̂ j

p ) approximate a normal distribution, we can use a standard Q-Q plot (see

http://support.sas.com/kb/47/246.html and Blom, 1958), as illustrated later for our empirical
example.12

Estimating a Cross-Site Impact Variance
To use Equation 14 to estimate b requires estimating a value for t2B, which is itself a parame-
ter of interest. As a first step toward an estimator for t2B recall that:

Var B̂
OLS
j

� �
� E B̂

OLS
j ¡b

� �2
� �

D t2B CVj (17)

11Under the null hypothesis, dividing (B̂OLS
j ) by

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
V̂ j

q
ensures a constant cross-site variance.

12Although some scholars have expressed concern about using a chi-square distribution to make statistical inferences about
population variances (e.g., Pearson, 1931 and Scheffe, 1959) because of potential bias from non-normally distributed sample
points, this approach is widely used in meta-analysis to assess the statistical significance of cross-study impact variation
(e.g., Hedges & Olkin, 2014). Furthermore, our experience with data from numerous multisite trials has been that inferences
about the statistical significance of estimates of cross-site impact variation (t̂B

2) based on a Q statistic are consistent with the
magnitudes of estimates of t2B and the size of the samples involved (Weiss et al., 2017). This robustness probably reflects
the large amount of random estimation error that exists in site-specific impact estimates, which tends to be normally distrib-
uted due to the Central Limit Theorem. It could also partly reflect true impacts that are approximately normally distributed
across sites.

MULTISITE EXPERIMENTS AND CROSS-SITE IMPACT VARIATION 9
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Rearranging terms in Equation 17 suggests how we could “back out” a limited estimator
(t̂2B(j, LIMITED)) of t2B from information for a single site, j if we knew the value of b.

t̂B j;LIMITEDð Þ
2 D B̂

OLS
j ¡b

� �2¡Vj (18)

This reasoning suggests that we could pool site-specific estimates as follows:

t̂B POOLEDð Þ
2 D

XJ

jD 1

B̂
OLS
j ¡b

� �2¡Vj

� �
J

(19)

Equation 19 is a “method-of-moments” estimator in that it substitutes sample moments

B̂
OLS
j ¡b

� �2
for the expected values of these moments E B̂j ¡ b

� �2h i
and solves for an estimator

(t̂2B(POOLED)). Although this approach is intuitively appealing, it raises two issues.
First, we must know the value of b in order to compute (t̂2B(POOLED)). In this case, it seems

natural to substitute a sample-based estimate of b from Equation 14. However, Equation 14
requires knowledge of t2B. This “chicken-and-egg” problem suggests the need for an iterative
procedure.

A second issue is how to weight estimates from different sites in order to account for dif-
ferences in their precision. For example, we might want to down-weight estimates from sites
with small unbalanced samples and up-weight estimates from sites with large balanced sam-
ples, such that our final estimator (t̂B

2) is:

t2B FINALð Þ D
XJ

jD 1

wj B̂
OLS
j ¡b/2 ¡Vj

� ih
(20)

As in random-effects meta-analysis, the optimal weight (wj) for Equation 20 is ðt2B CVjÞ¡ 2PJ

jD 1
t2B CVjÞ¡ 2ð

under the assumption that program effects are normally distributed across sites (see Hedges
& Olkin, 2014; Raudenbush, 1994; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Maximum likelihood analysis
thus uses an iterative procedure that alternates between estimating Equation 14 and Equa-
tion 20.

Consequences of Heterogeneous Individual-Level Outcome Variances

This section addresses issues that can arise when individual-level residual outcome variances
differ between treatment and control group members or across study sites.

Treatment and Control Group Variance Differences
Suppose that the individual-level outcome variance for treatment group members (s2

1) dif-
fers from that for control group members (s2

0). This T/C heteroskedasticity can be caused by
individual variation in program effects (Raudenbush & Bloom, 2015). To simplify our dis-
cussion, assume for the moment that s2

1 and s2
0 are constant across sites. Then, as noted

10 H. S. BLOOM ET AL.



earlier:

Vj D s2
1

n1j
C s2

0

n0j
(21)

where n1j and n0j are the number of treatment group and control group members at site j.
Equation 21 accounts for the influence of T/C heteroskedasticity on Vj. However, the typ-

ical default for a difference of means or an OLS regression is to estimate a single pooled indi-
vidual-level error variance, which in expectation, produces the following expression for
apparent estimation error (VA

j ) at site j (see online Appendix A):

VA
j D s2

1

n0j
C s2

0

n1j
(22)

Note that Equation 22 for the apparent estimation error variance (VA
j ) divides the treat-

ment group outcome variance by the control group sample size and divides the control
group outcome variance by the treatment group sample size, which is the reverse of Equation
21 for the true estimation error variance (Vj). Consequently, VA

j is a biased estimator of
Vj unless: (a) the treatment and control group samples are the same size ( n1j D n0j ) or (b)
there is no T/C heteroskedasticity ( s2

1D s2
0 ). Thus:

VA
j DVj CBias VA

j

� �
(23)

where, as demonstrated in online Appendix A:

Bias VA
j

� �
D

2 s2
1 ¡ s2

0

� �
T
��
j ¡ 0:5

� �
njT

��
j 1¡T

��
j

� � (24)

Using VA
j to represent site j’s contribution to an estimate of t2B will thus produce a bias

equal to ¡1 times Bias.VA
j /. Consequently:

Bias t2Bj

� �
D ¡Bias VA

j

� �
D

2 s2
1 ¡ s2

0

� �
0:5¡T

��
j

� �
njT j 1¡T

��
j

� � (25)

Equation 25 indicates that the magnitude of this bias (which can be positive or negative)
depends on: the degree of T/C heteroskedasticity s2

1¡ s2
0

� �
; the degree of T/C sample imbal-

ance ..0:5¡T
¡
j) or (T

¡
j.1¡T

¡
jÞ); and site sample sizes (nj). Fortunately, we can avoid this

bias by specifying a separate individual-level outcome variance for treatment group members
and control group members using existing software such as HLM, SAS PROC MIXED,
MLwiN, or R. And no harm is done if s2

1 D s2
0 and we specify separate T/C outcome varian-

ces. Online Appendix B provides illustrative SAS code for estimating our cross-site impact
variation model with separate values for s2

1 and s2
0.
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Not only does estimating separate values for s2
1 and s2

0 have a methodological advantage,
but it also can provide useful substantive information. For example, Raudenbush and Bloom
(2015) demonstrate how a treatment and control group difference in this variance is evidence
that program impacts vary across individuals within sites. They also note that if the treatment
group variance is smaller than the control group variance, this indicates that the program
reduced disparities in the outcome of interest. To assess the statistical significance of the observed
difference between estimates of s2

1 and s2
0 one can use a simple F test of their ratio.

Cross-Site Heteroskedasticity
Now consider what happens if individual-level outcome variances differ across study sites,
which we refer to as cross-site heteroskedasticity. To address this issue, one’s first instinct
might be to estimate separate treatment- and control-group outcome variances for each site.
However, online Appendix A demonstrates that doing so can overstate t2B, often by a lot.

To see how this can occur, note that the estimated sampling variance, V̂ j, for an OLS-esti-
mated mean program effect, B̂OLS

j , for a given site, j, is

V̂ j D
ŝ2
1j

n1j
C ŝ2

0j

n0j
(26)

Thus V̂ j will understate the true sampling variance for site j when ŝ1j
2 and ŝ0j

2 under-
state the true values of s2

1j and s2
0j (which can happen by chance for a sample) and V̂ j will

overstate the true sampling variance for site j when ŝ1j
2 and ŝ0j

2 overstate the true values of
s2
1j and s2

0j (which also can happen by chance for a sample).
Consider how these chance estimation errors systematically influence the mth-iteration

maximum likelihood estimator of cross-site impact variation, t̂B mð Þ
2 , where:13

t̂B mð Þ
2 D

XJ

jD 1

t2B m¡ 1ð Þ C V̂ j

� �¡ 2
B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

� �2 ¡ V̂ j

	 

XJ

jD 1
.t2B m¡ 1ð Þ C V̂ j/

¡ 2
(27)

For sites with ŝ1j
2 and ŝ0j

2 that are smaller than their true values, V̂ j will understate the

true value of Vj. This will have two compounding effects on those sites’ contributions to
t̂2B(m). One effect is a tendency to overstate the true squared deviations of their program

effects from the grand mean program effect. In other words, when V̂ j is too small

B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

� �2 ¡ V̂ j

	 

will tend to be too large. The second effect is to over-weight the contribution

of these sites to t̂2B(m). In other words, when V̂ j is too small, the weight for site j

t̂2B m¡ 1ð ÞC V̂ j

� �¡ 2
will be too large. Hence these sites will tend to over-weight an overestimate of

t̂B mð Þ
2 . The opposite will tend to occur for sites where, by chance, ŝ1j

2 and ŝ0j
2 are larger than

their true values. Thus t̂2B(m) will tend to over-weight sites with overestimated values for
t̂2B(j, LIMITED) and under-weight sites with under-estimated values for t̂2B(j, LIMITED) t2B, on
average.

13Equation 27 is for full maximum likelihood. The corresponding expression for restricted maximum likelihood is slightly more
complex.
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Online Appendix A describes how the use of site-specific estimates of s2
1 and s2

0 also can
cause one to overstate the statistical significance of t̂2B(m) and presents simulation results that
demonstrate that this bias increases markedly as site sample size declines and the number of
sites increases. These findings indicate that with total site samples of 20 or fewer persons,
this inferential problem can be severe.

In addition, online Appendix A demonstrates that cross-site heteroskedasticity is only a
problem for pooling estimates of s2

1 and s2
0 across sites if all the following conditions hold:

(a) sample sizes vary substantially across sites, (b) residual variances vary substantially across
sites, and (c) sample sizes and residual variance are correlated substantially across sites. In
addition, later in this article, we describe and illustrate a sensitivity test of the robustness of
estimates of t2B or tB that are based on full-sample estimates of s2

1 and s2
0 plus an alternative

specification of residual variances to use if the sensitivity test suggests that full-sample esti-
mates of s2

1 and s2
0 produce badly biased estimates of t2B.

Estimating Site-Specific Mean Program Effects

For some purposes, researchers might want to study the operation of sites with the most
beneficial or least beneficial effects. Also, local policymakers might want to know the mean
program effect for their particular site. Thus it is sometimes important to produce site-spe-
cific estimates of program effects.14

Classical statistics, based on unbiased estimation, confronts researchers with a forced
choice between two estimates of the program effect for a specific site. The first option is the
OLS estimator for that site (B̂

OLS
j ). However, the error variance (Vj) for this estimator can be

large if site samples are small.
A second option would exist if we knew that all sites had the same program effect. In that

case, we could impute a site-specific value for Bj by setting it equal to the best existing esti-
mate of the cross-site mean effect (b̂). But what should we do if we must allow for the possi-
bility that program effects vary across sites? Must we be satisfied with B̂

OLS
j ?

Aversion to such a forced choice might lead a researcher toward a composite estimator
that is superior to either the site-specific estimator or the cross-site mean estimator alone,
which is what Bayes theorem can provide (Lindley & Smith, 1972; see review by Morris,
1983). Specifically, if we knew the values of t2B; b and Vj and could estimate Bj from sample
data, Bayes theorem tells us that the “best” estimate15 of the mean program effect for a given
site is its posterior mean, B̂j

PM , (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), where

B̂j
PM � E BjjY ;b; t2B;Vj

� �D λj B̂
OLS
j C 1¡ λj

� �
b (28)

Equation 28 represents a weighted composite of the site-specific OLS estimate, B̂
OLS
j , and

the known value of the grand mean program effect, b. The weight accorded B̂
OLS
j is its reliability,

14This section is an example of small-area parameter estimation. For an extensive discussion of this more general topic, see
Rao and Molina (2015).

15In this case, we define the best estimate to be the value of B̂j
PM that minimizes the expected sum of squared errors of esti-

mation, .E½PJ
jD 1.B̂

PM
j ¡Bj/

2�/. Bayes theorem indicates that this optimal value is the posterior mean defined by Equation
28 which follows.
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λj and the weight accorded b is (1¡ λj), where

λj D t2B
t2BCVj

: (29)

Holding t2B constant, reliability increases as Vj decreases. Holding Vj constant, reliability
increases as t2B increases. At one extreme, when there is no cross-site impact variation
(t2B D 0), the reliability of a site-specific program effect estimate is zero (λj D 0) and all
weight is placed on the cross-site grand mean effect (b). At the other extreme, when there is
very little site-specific impact estimation error (which will only occur for sites with very large
samples) and a great deal of true cross-site impact variation, the reliability of the site-specific
impact estimate will be close to one and almost all of the weight will be placed on the site-
specific impact estimate.

In practice, we do not know the values of t2B; b or Vj. But we can use consistent estimators of
these parameters to compute an empirical Bayes impact estimator (B̂EB

j ) for each site j, where:

B̂EB
j D λ̂j B̂

OLS
j C �

1¡ λ̂j
�
b̂ (30)

Furthermore, it is possible to quantify uncertainty about empirical Bayes estimates by
computing their posterior “credibility intervals” (essentially confidence intervals) using the
posterior standard error of B̂EB

j (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). If the values of t2B; b and Vj

were known, this standard error would equal t2B
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1¡ λj

p . Therefore posterior credibility inter-
vals are narrow when site-level reliability is high and thus B̂OLS

j is a good estimate of Bj; or
when site-specific impacts are nearly homogenous, in which case b is a good approximation
of Bj. When in practice, we estimate t2B; b and Vj with uncertainty, the expression for the
posterior standard error becomes more complex and the interval becomes larger to reflect
this uncertainty. Software is available for fully Bayesian methods that address this concern
(e.g., Gelman, Hill, & Yajima, 2012; Spiegelhalter, Thomas, Best, & Lunn, 2003) but a discus-
sion of this is beyond the scope of the present article.

Note last that Equation 30 “shrinks” unreliable site-specific estimates of program impacts
toward the estimated grand mean, b̂. The idea here is that the grand mean is a sensible pre-
dicted value of the impact in the absence of an a priori belief that particular sites or particular
subsets of sites can be expected to produce impacts that are larger or smaller than average.
However, if the analyst has prior hypotheses about sources of site-specific differences in effec-
tiveness, they should be incorporated into the empirical Bayes or fully Bayes estimates of site-
specific impacts. In that case, site-specific estimates will be “shrunk” toward different predicted
values (see Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002, Chapter 3 for details on such “conditional shrinkage”).

Reporting a Cross-Site Impact Distribution

Although empirical Bayes estimators (often referred to as “shrinkage estimators”) have the
smallest mean squared error for predicting a specific parameter value (Lindley & Smith, 1972),
like a mean program effect for a specific site, these estimators are biased toward the overall
mean of those parameter values (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Thus in the case of a cross-site
distribution of program effects, empirical Bayes estimators will tend to “over-shrink” site-
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specific OLS impact estimates toward the cross-site grand mean impact. Hence, the cross-site
variance of empirical Bayes estimates (Var.B̂j

2/) will tend to understate the cross-site variance
of true mean program effects (t2B). Consequently, for a given sample, the estimated cross-site
variance of empirical Bayes estimates of site-level mean impacts, cVar.B̂j

EB/, where:

dVar B̂
EB
j

� �
D
0
B@

P
j B̂

EB
j ¡ b̂

� �2

J ¡ 1

1
CA (31)

will tend to be smaller than the corresponding model-based estimate of the true cross-site
impact variance (t̂2B).

To better represent a cross-site distribution of program effects, one can adjust empirical
Bayes estimates of the average treatment effect at each site in a way that makes dVar .B̂j

EB/

equal t̂B
2. Thus when reporting a cross-site distribution of these adjusted empirical Bayes

estimates, the amount of impact variation reflected is consistent with t̂B
2, which is the best

existing estimate of true cross-site variation. This idea was introduced by Louis (1984) and a
simple approach for making it operational is developed in online Appendix C.16 The adjust-
ment presented in online Appendix C “stretches” the distance between each empirical Bayes
estimate and the estimated cross-site mean by a constant proportion, g, where:

g D
dVar B̂

EB
j

� �
t̂2B

(32)

Each adjusted empirical Bayes estimate B̂
AEB
j is thus computed as:

B̂AEB
j D b̂ C 1ffiffiffi

g
p B̂

EB
j ¡ b̂

� �
(33)

This adjustment is similar to that in the literature (e.g., Louis, 1984; Rao, 2015).

A Caveat

Although the present approach to studying a cross-site distribution of program assignment
effects is promising for many applications, it has a limitation that could be important in
some cases. Specifically, the present approach will provide consistent estimates when site-
specific precision weights are uncorrelated with site-specific program effects (Raudenbush &
Bloom, 2015; Raudenbush & Schwartz, 2017). But if for some reason, site weights and pro-
gram effects are correlated, the present method will not produce consistent estimates. For
example, if sites with larger-than-average program effects have larger-than average weights,
the present method will tend to overstate the cross-site mean effect (b).17

16Judkins and Liu (2000), among others, have discussed this issue.
17To see how this might occur, consider a hypothetical group of charter school lotteries where schools that are more effective
than average are more popular than average and thus are more heavily oversubscribed than average. Assuming a roughly
similar number of openings for each charter school, this would imply that sample sizes (and thus weights) are larger than
average for charter schools that are more effective than average.
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Recall that the site weight for estimating a random-coefficient mean effect is proportional
to t̂2B C V̂ j

� �¡ 1
, where V̂ j depends on the site sample size (nj) and treatment allocation

(T
��
ij). Consequently, the issue boils down to the strength of the cross-site association between

true program effects (Bj) and nj or T
��
j: Note that this problem applies with even greater force

to a standard fixed-effect estimator of mean program effects (e.g., an OLS regression with a
single treatment assignment indicator) because it weights each site’s impact estimate
inversely proportionally only to V̂ j.

One way to eliminate this potential inconsistency is to use a random-coefficients
model that weights each site’s impact estimates equally (see Raudenbush & Bloom,
2015; Raudenbush & Schwartz, 2017). However, if site sample sizes or treatment alloca-
tions vary substantially—which they often do—weighting sites equally can reduce preci-
sion appreciably. Thus we are faced with a trade-off between potential inconsistency
from the present method and a potential loss of precision from a consistent method
that weights sites equally. Because little is currently known about this trade-off in prac-
tice, we and our colleagues are currently studying it through simulations and re-analy-
ses of multisite trials.

Empirical Example: Variation in Welfare-to-Work Program Effects

This section uses the preceding ideas to study cross-site variation in the effects of welfare-to-
work programs by pooling data from three large multisite trials conducted by MDRC: the
Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN) project conducted in 22 local welfare offices
from six California counties (Riccio & Friedlander, 1992); Project Independence conducted
in 10 local welfare offices from nine Florida counties (Kemple & Haimson, 1994); and the
National Evaluation of Welfare-to-Work Strategies conducted in 27 local welfare offices
from seven states (Hamilton, 2002). Programs at the sites in these studies comprised a vary-
ing mix of human development services which included, among other things, basic educa-
tion geared toward obtaining a high school diploma or GED plus vocational training on the
job or in a training center plus job-search assistance and placement services.

Background

Because these new programs were mandatory, all treatment group members in the analysis
sample were exposed to them, even if only to their threat of sanctions (loss of welfare pay-
ments) for nonparticipation. Furthermore, no control group members experienced the new
programs (although some might have received related services elsewhere). Compliance with
random assignment was thus complete and the average effect of program assignment was
equal to the average effect of program participation (Bloom et al., 2003).

The outcome measure for the present analysis is sample members’ total earnings during
their first two years after random assignment, reported in constant dollars.18 Data for this
outcome were obtained from quarterly administrative records of the state unemployment
insurance agency for each local program. The pooled cross-study sample contains 59 sites

18Our findings are based on data from Bloom et al. (2003), which are reported in 1996 dollars. This metric was maintained to
ensure comparability with the original results.
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(local welfare offices) with a total of 69,399 individuals randomized within site to a new
mandatory welfare-to-work program or to a control group.

Findings for the present analysis were obtained using restricted maximum likelihood
in SAS to estimate a two-level model such as Equations 7–9, with a fixed intercept for
each of the 59 sites in the analysis sample and a random impact coefficient for these
sites plus separate individual-level outcome variances for treatment and control group
members.

Findings

The estimated cross-site mean program effect (b̂) was $878 (p � 0.0001) and the estimated
cross-site variance of program effects (t̂2B) was (771)

2 (p � 0.0001).19 The estimated residual
variance of individual-level outcomes for treatment group members (ŝ1

2) was (10,084)2 and
that for control group members (ŝ0

2) was (8,931)2. Their ratio of 1.27 (p < 0.001) indicates
that program effects varied across individuals within sites.20

To further explore the cross-site impact distribution and to illustrate an important point
about representing such a distribution, Figure 1 presents three histograms. The top histo-
gram summarizes our site-specific OLS impact estimates (B̂OLS

j ).21 Note that even with the
very large site samples for the present analysis, OLS impact estimates dramatically overstate
cross-site impact variation because their cross-site variation reflects true impact variation
(t2B) plus site-level estimation error (Vj).

The bottom histogram summarizes our site-specific empirical Bayes estimates (B̂
EB
j ),

which as noted earlier, shrink each OLS estimate toward the estimated cross-site mean (b̂).
As can be seen, the empirical Bayes estimates vary by much less than their OLS counterparts.
This is because an empirical Bayes estimator nets out cross-site variation in estimates due to
site-level estimation error (Vj).

However, as noted above, empirical Bayes estimators also tend to understate true cross-
site impact variation. Hence, the cross-site variance of our empirical Bayes estimates

(dVar.B̂EB
j /) is only 52% of our estimated cross-site variance of true mean program effects

(t̂2B). To address this issue, the middle histogram in Figure 1 presents a histogram of adjusted
empirical Bayes estimates that were discussed earlier and derived in online Appendix C.

Now compare the three histograms. Note first that they all have approximately the same
cross-site mean, which ranges from $878 to $906. However, they reflect widely differing
amounts of cross-site variation, with OLS estimates having a standard deviation of $1,209,
empirical Bayes estimates having a standard deviation of $558, and constrained empirical
Bayes estimates having a standard deviation of $771.

Because constrained empirical Bayes estimates reflect cross-site variation most accurately,
they are the best guide for interpreting findings for the cross-site impact distribution.
These findings suggest that only about 6 of the 59 local programs examined have negative
effects (i.e., they were less effective than existing alternatives). In contrast, our OLS estimates
indicate that 15 of the 59 local programs had negative effects, and the magnitudes of

19The statistical significance of b̂ was based on its t statistic and the statistical significance of t̂B
2 was based on its Q statistic.

20The statistical significance of this ratio was determined by an F statistic.
21These estimates were obtained from a pooled-sample model with fixed site-specific intercepts, fixed site-specific impact
coefficients, and a separate outcome variance for treatment and control group members.
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these negative effects tend to be much larger than those for our constrained empirical Bayes
estimates.

Diagnostics

Figures 2–4 provide useful diagnostics for further examining the preceding findings. Figure 2
presents a “caterpillar plot” of our site-specific empirical Bayes impact estimates. This plot,
which was produced in Excel using SAS output, is a simple way to illustrate what is known
and not known about site-specific impacts and thereby provides a visual representation of
the “raw material” for our analysis of cross-site impact variation. Sites are represented in
order from lowest to highest estimated impact with a square representing each empirical
Bayes estimate and two vertical lines around each square representing its 95% posterior
credibility interval (a type of confidence interval). The more cross-site impact variation there
is, the steeper the slope of the empirical Bayes estimates will be; the more precise these esti-
mates are on average, the narrower the confidence band around these estimates and their
slope will be.

A second tool for assessing site-specific impact estimates is the “profile likelihood” plot in
Figure 3 (Murphy & Vander der Vaart, 2000). This plot, which was produced using a forth-
coming version of HLM, illustrates how the empirical Bayes estimates (B̂EB

j ) for our 59 sites
vary as a function of alternative values for t̂2B . This is accomplished by plotting alternative
empirical Bayes estimates for each site on the vertical axis as a function of alternative values
for t̂2B on the horizontal axis. The resulting alternative empirical Bayes estimates expand
from a single point for t̂B

2D 0 to a broad band of lines as t̂2B increases. This pattern

Figure 1. Cross-site distributions of estimated effects of 59 welfare-to-work programs.
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illustrates a fundamental property of empirical Bayes estimates: that other things being
equal, they vary more across sites as t̂2B increases. This is because as t̂

2
B increases the weight

for B̂OLS
j increases relative to the weight for b̂. Thus when t̂2B equals zero, all B̂EB

j converge to
b̂, and as t̂2B increases, these values diverge toward B̂OLS

j .22

What makes a profile likelihood plot particularly useful is the superimposed plot of the
profile likelihood function evaluated for each possible value of t̂2B . (See Rubin, 1981, which
introduced this idea using a slightly different approach.) This is the inverted U-shaped curve
in the figure. The vertical axis of this curve provides a measure of the relative plausibility of

Figure 2. Caterpillar plot of empirical Bayes estimates of the effects of 59 welfare-to-work programs.

Figure 3. Profile likelihood graph of empirical Bayes estimates of the effects of 59 welfare-to-work programs.

22The value for b̂ here is its fixed-effect estimate.
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each possible value of t̂2B given the existing data. The steeper and narrower this profile likeli-
hood is, the less uncertainty there is about the true value of t2B and in turn, the less uncer-
tainty there is about each site-specific empirical Bayes estimate. The profile likelihood for
the present example is peaked at a point that differs substantially from zero with a very small
proportion of the weight of the profile plot being near zero. Thus we can be confident that
program effects vary appreciably across sites. This conclusion is consistent with the fact that
the 95% confidence interval produced by HLM for our estimate of t2B ranges from (527)2 to
(1,049)2, which implies a 95% confidence interval for tB of $527 to $1,049.

23

This relatively high degree of confidence about the presence of substantial cross-site
impact variation reflects the especially large site samples for the present analysis (69,399 ran-
domized individuals from 59 sites). Other situations will present greater uncertainty and the
preceding diagnostic tools can help researchers to assess it.

A profile likelihood plot also can help to identify sites with especially large or small
impacts. In Figure 3 there are several sites with estimated impacts near $1,700, which
is about twice the cross-site average. At the opposite extreme, there are several sites
with estimated negative impacts that are small relative to the size of the positive

Figure 4. Q-Q plot of
B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

FIXEDffiffiffiffi
V̂ j

p for the welfare-to-work example.

23Now-standard software for hierarchical linear models uses the Fisher information matrix to estimate standard errors for esti-
mated variances. However, these estimated standard errors are not generally useful for computing confidence intervals for
variances because they are bounded by zero. To obtain such confidence intervals, HLM uses a logarithmic transformation of
the variance and the associated transformation of the information matrix. HLM then exponentiates the upper and lower lim-
its of this interval to obtain an appropriate asymmetric confidence interval for t̂B

2 .
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estimated impacts for the majority of sites. Furthermore, over the plausible range of
values for t2B (i.e., values for which the likelihood is high), the same sites are at these
extremes. Hence, our belief about the relative program impacts for these sites is not depen-
dent on errors of estimation for t2B.

24

Another useful diagnostic for analyses of cross-site impact variation based on the present

approach is a Q-Q plot of the values for B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

FIXED
� �ffiffiffiffi

V̂ j

p , which visually illustrates the extent to

which these estimates are normally distributed. We focus on this issue because in order to

use a Q statistic to test the statistical significance of t̂2B , the values of
B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

FIXED
� �ffiffiffiffi

V̂ j

p must be nor-

mally distributed. Figure 4 presents a Q-Q plot for our welfare-to-work example. It plots

standardized z-scores for the values of B̂
OLS
j ¡ b̂

FIXED
� �ffiffiffiffi

V̂ j

p on the vertical axis based on the mean and

standard deviation of these values against the quantile equivalent of these values for a normal
distribution on the horizontal axis. The more closely these points approximate a 45-degree
line, the more closely they reflect a normal distribution. As can be seen, this approximation
is very good for the present example. Thus we can be confident in our test rejecting the null
hypothesis that t2BD 0.

Next, consider the implications for the welfare-to-work example of two potential biases
discussed earlier for our impact estimation model. First, is a potential bias in our estimator

of the cross-site mean program effect (b̂) due to a correlation between the precision weights
used to average impact estimates across sites and the mean program impact for each site
(Bj). Raudenbush and Schwartz (2017) present an estimator of this bias. Online Appendix D
discusses this estimator and extends it to produce an approximate confidence interval esti-
mate of an upper bound on the bias. Applying Equation D.8 to the work–welfare data, we

estimate a bias of ¡ $29 for our mean program impact estimate (b̂) of $878.25 Thus our sin-
gle best estimate of this bias is very small.

However, it is difficult to estimate a confidence interval for this estimated bias. Thus to
deal with this limitation, online Appendix D derives an upper-bound estimator of the bias
for which it then derives an approximate confidence interval. Using this approach we esti-
mate a negative bias with a maximum magnitude of $74 and an approximate 95% confidence
interval of ¡ $232 to $83. This is further evidence that the bias is small.

In addition, our estimator of b is more precise than its consistent equally weighted alter-
native, with an estimated standard error of $139 for the present estimator versus $157 for its
equally weighted alternative.26 Consequently, an equally weighted estimator would need a
sample that is 28% larger than that for the present estimator to achieve the same precision.27

The second potential bias in our method discussed earlier is the possibility that if: (a)
sample sizes differ substantially across sites, (b) individual-level residual variances differ

24Rather than examining the profile likelihood in this way, a fully Bayesian approach would study the posterior distribution of
t2B and its implications for the ensemble of site-specific impact estimates (Seltzer, Wong, & Bryk, 1996).

25Online Appendix D refers to the estimated cross-site mean impact produced by our proposed model as bFIRC , whereas the
text of the present article simply refers to this estimator as b̂.

26The estimated standard error (ŝe b̂
EW

� �
) of an equally weighted cross-site mean impact estimate (b̂

EW
) was computed as

ŝe.b̂
EWÞD

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXJ

jD 1
.B̂

OLS
j ¡ b̂

EW
/2= J ¡ 1ð Þ

r
J .

27To see this, note that the error variance of an estimator (its standard error squared) is inversely proportional to its sample

size and .bse.b̂EW
//2

.bse.b̂FIRC
//2

D .157/2

.139/2
D 1:28, where b̂FIRC represents the present estimator.
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substantially across sites, and (c) these factors are substantially correlated, estimates of tB
can be biased substantially. One sensitivity test for such bias is to stratify sites according to
their sample sizes and specify a separate residual variance for each stratum when estimating
our basic impact variation model (Equations 7–9). Doing so reduces the potential for bias
because the variation in site sample size for each estimated residual variance (one for each
treatment-group or control-group stratum) can be much smaller than the variation in sam-
ple size for corresponding full-sample estimates of residual variances. In addition, estimating
residual variances within fairly large strata avoids the other potential bias in t̂B from estimat-
ing separate residual variances for many small sites.

Online Appendix E describes how we grouped our 59 welfare-to-work sites into five treat-
ment group strata of roughly equal size and five control group strata of roughly equal size.
We then estimated our basic cross-site impact variation model with one residual variance
for each stratum. This produced an estimate of tB equal to $724 (p � 0.0001), which is very
similar to our original estimate of $771 (p � 0.0001). This finding is especially encouraging
because the new estimate reflects a cross-site standard deviation of site sample sizes per esti-
mated residual variance that is only one third of its full-sample counterpart for treatment
group members and one fourth of its full-sample counterpart for control group members.
Thus our original results are robust to potential violation of the assumption of cross-site
homoskedasticity. Furthermore, our original estimate of b ($878, p � 0.0001) is almost iden-
tical to that for the new model ($871, p � 0.0001).

Of course, these findings represent only one empirical example, and further research is
needed to assess their generalizability. Fortunately, however, if for a given application our
sensitivity test suggests a serious bias from using full-sample estimates of residual variances,
one can increase the number of strata until estimates of tB are no longer sensitive to further
stratification. When using this strategy we recommend that each treatment-group stratum
or control-group stratum contain at least 100 sample members to avoid bias in estimates of
tB from small-sample estimates of residual variances (see online Appendix Table A.1).

Concluding Thoughts

The method we propose can be a valuable component of multisite evaluations of ongoing
public programs such as Head Start (Puma et al., 2010) or Job Corps (Schochet, Burghardt,
& McConnell, 2008); multisite studies of large-scale government interventions such as New
York City’s Small High Schools of Choice (Bloom & Unterman, 2014) or Massachusetts’s
charter schools (Angrist et al., 2013); and multisite studies of demonstration projects such as
the Enhanced Reading Opportunities demonstration for high school students (Somers et al.,
2010) or the enhanced coaching project for college students (Bettinger & Baker, 2014).

Specifically, this method is appropriate when there is interest in: (a) studying the effective-
ness of interventions as they are operated by sites, (b) going beyond just studying the average
effectiveness of interventions to quantify how this effectiveness varies across sites, and (c)
going beyond just inferring findings to a study sample in order to generalize them to a popu-
lation of sites.28 We believe that the current growing interest in multisite “effectiveness”
trials (to evaluate interventions under normal operating conditions in diverse settings) and

28As noted earlier, we believe that such generalizations are important whether or not it is possible to clearly and simply define
the population represented by a study sample.
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“scale-up” studies (to evaluate interventions in a large numbers of diverse settings) reflects a
growing interest among policymakers, practitioners, researchers, and research funders in
studying these issues. Thus we expect to see a growing number of situations for which our
proposed method is appropriate. Nonetheless, other methods are appropriate for studies
that focus on mean intervention effects for individuals instead of sites or for studies that
focus on mean intervention effects for a specific sample of sites.29

One issue to consider when designing future multisite trials to study cross-site impact var-
iation for a population of sites is the number and size of site samples needed to do so with
adequate statistical power or precision. Although this issue is beyond the scope of the present
article, analyses reported in Table 2 of Bloom and Spybrook (2017) indicate that a balanced
trial with 20 sites and 100 sample members per site or with 50 sites and 50 sample members
per site can have a minimum detectable cross-site effect-size standard deviation of roughly
0.16s.30

To help interpret this finding, note that estimates reported in Weiss et al. (2017, Table 4)
based on data from 16 multisite trials in education and training research indicate that the
cross-site standard deviation of program effect sizes is often between 0.10s and 0.25s. This
suggests that study samples with 2,000 to 2,500 persons from between 20 and 50 sites might
be adequately powered to detect cross-site impact variation of a realistic magnitude.

One issue to consider when analyzing future multisite trials to study cross-site impact
variation is whether the results of an “omnibus” statistical test of the existence of such varia-
tion should be used to determine whether to try to predict it.31 We recommend that such an
omnibus test not be used for this purpose when considering an a priori theory-based
hypothesis about a site-level impact moderator that is anticipated to have substantial predic-
tive power. This is because under that condition, an omnibus test can have less statistical
power than a “focused” test about a difference between mean program effects for subgroups
of sites (e.g., rural versus urban). Hedges and Pigott (2001) note this power difference in the
context of meta-analysis and Rosenthal and Rosnow (1985) note it in the context of experi-
mental design. In addition, online Appendix F explores the factors that determine this trade-
off and provides a numerical example of their potential influence. On the other hand, if an
omnibus test fails to detect cross-site impact variation, it should serve as a major caveat for
ex post facto exploratory hypothesis tests about site-level impact predictors.

Last, we note the potential limitation of the present method that was identified earlier—
that it can provide inconsistent estimates if there is an appreciable correlation between site
precision weights and true program effects and thus alternative methods might be needed
(Raudenbush & Bloom, 2015; Raudenbush & Schwartz, 2017). However, as discussed, these
alternative methods will have less precision than the present method because they weight
sites with precise impact estimates the same as sites with imprecise estimates. Consequently,
it is important to examine the bias/precision trade-off between these methods. Although this
trade-off was favorable for the present method in our welfare-to-work example, it remains

29For example, Schochet (2008) discusses, among other things, methods for estimating mean effects for a fixed sample of indi-
viduals or sites.

30This minimum detectable effect size standard deviation assumes: (a) statistical significance at the 0.05 level, (b) 80% statisti-
cal power, (c) a site-level intraclass correlation of 0.15, and (d) a within-site R-square for a baseline covariate (e.g., a pretest
score) equal to 0.4.

31For a conceptual discussion of potential predictors of cross-site impact variation see Weiss, Bloom, and Brock (2014); for an
empirical study of such predictors see Bloom, Hill, and Riccio (2003).
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to be seen what it will be for a broader range of programs, participant populations, and local
settings.

As these and other statistical issues are addressed by future research, it will be equally
important to develop realistic but practical conceptual frameworks for studying the predic-
tors of program effects (see Weiss et al., 2014). Likewise it will be essential for the next gener-
ation of multisite trials to collect high-quality data on those predictors. We hope that
together, these new statistical methods, conceptual frameworks, and high-quality data can
produce considerable knowledge for helping policymakers, practitioners, and researchers
better understand when, how, why, and for whom programs do or do not work.
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